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	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the International Workshop on Augemented Environments for Computer-Assisted Interventions, held in conjunction with MICCAI 2012, in Nice, France in September 2012. The 16 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 22 submissions. The papers cover the topics of image registration and fusion, calibration, visualization and 3D perception, hardware and optical design, real-time implementation, as well as validation, clinical applications, and clinical evaluation.
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Handbook of Video Databases: Design and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2003

	This handbook presents a thorough overview in 45 chapters from more than 100 renowned experts in the field. It provides the tools to help overcome the problems of video storage, cataloging, and retrieval, by exploring content standardization and other content classification and analysis methods. The challenge of these complex problems make...
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iOS Sensor Apps with Arduino: Wiring the iPhone and iPad into the Internet of ThingsO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Turn your iPhone or iPad into the hub of a distributed sensor network with the help of an Arduino microcontroller. With this concise guide, you’ll learn how to connect an external sensor to an iOS device and have them talk to each other through Arduino. You’ll also build an iOS application that will parse the sensor...
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The Struts Framework: Practical Guide for Java ProgrammersMorgan Kaufmann, 2002
"I heartily endorse this book. Since an early copy of Sue's manuscript hit my desk, it has not left my side and is now well thumbed and gathering coffee stains from regular use." Simon Chappell - Java Programming Specialist with a Fortune 100 company."


"Sue Spielman launches the aspiring Java J2EE programmer on...
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The Galactic Black Hole: Studies in High Energy Physics, Cosmology and GravitationTaylor & Francis, 2002
The supermassive black hole in the center of our Milky Way is the nearest such object and relatively easy to observe and study. Not surprisingly therefore, it is the best studied supermassive black hole. Many astrophysical and even general relativistic effects can be investigated in great detail.    The Galactic Black Hole: Lectures on General...
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Game Character DevelopmentCourse Technology PTR, 2008
The game development industry is in some ways quite similar to the film industry. We create entertainment for the masses, escapism for people as they are taken into different lives, and amazing worlds of imagination and wonder. The outsider’s view of what it must be like to work in these industries is often enjoyed through rose-tinted...
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Java Closures and LambdaApress, 2015

	This book is the culmination of many brash years and hard lessons. The story starts all the way back when I migrated from C++ into perl. The perl programming language was amazingly powerful compared to the low-level manipulations and bookkeeping of C++. (The fact that it was “slow” never bothered me – I would rather write...
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